
From: Chambers - Hatcher VP <Chambers.Hatcher.VP@fwc.gov.au>  

Sent: Tuesday, 1 December 2020 12:23 PM 

To: Hamish Harrington <Hamish.Harrington@aigroup.com.au> 

Cc: AMOD <AMOD@fwc.gov.au> 

Subject: RE: AM2017/51 – Overtime for Casuals – Electrical Electronic and Communications 

Contracting Award 

 

OFFICIAL 
 

Dear Mr Harrington  

 

I refer to the email below.  

 

Leave is granted to file the attached correspondence. It will be uploaded to the web shortly.  

 

 

Kind Regards, 

 

Eirinn Hayes 

Associate to Vice President Hatcher  

 

Fair Work Commission  

Tel: (02) 9308 1812 

Fax: (02) 9380 6990  

chambers.hatcher.vp@fwc.gov.au          

 

Level 10 Tower Terrace 

80 William Street  

East Sydney NSW 2011 

www.fwc.gov.au 

 

 

 

mailto:chambers.hatcher.vp@fwc.gov.au
http://www.fwc.gov.au/


From: Hamish Harrington <Hamish.Harrington@aigroup.com.au>  

Sent: Tuesday, 1 December 2020 11:41 AM 

To: Chambers - Hatcher VP <Chambers.Hatcher.VP@fwc.gov.au> 

Cc: AMOD <AMOD@fwc.gov.au> 

Subject: AM2017/51 – Overtime for Casuals – Electrical Electronic and Communications Contracting 

Award 

 

Dear Associate, 

 

AM2017/51 – Overtime for Casuals – Electrical Electronic and Communications 

Contracting Award  

 

Ai Group seeks leave to file the attached Correspondence relating to the above matter. 

 

Regards, 

 

 

 

Hamish Harrington 
Adviser – Workplace Relations Policy 

 

Address: Level 3, 51 Walker Street, North Sydney, NSW, 

2060 
Phone: (02) 9466-5502 
Mobile: 0421 727 045 
EXT:     2502 

Email: hamish.harrington@aigroup.com.au 

Website: www.aigroup.com.au  
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1 December 2020 

Vice President Hatcher 
Fair Work Commission 
80 William Street 
EAST SYDNEY 2000 

Dear Vice President,  

AM2017/51 – Overtime for Casuals – Electrical Electronic and Communications 
Contracting Award 

We refer to the above matter and to a submission filed by the Communications, 
Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Services Union 
of Australia (CEPU) on 26 November 2020. 

The CEPU has proposed that schedule B.3.2 of the Award be varied to reflect Annexure 
A of their submissions. The annexure appears to set out a methodology for calculating 
shift rates and penalty rates for casual shift workers that would be applicable in relation 
to ordinary hours of work, but does not include any actual rates. 

In some instances, the annexure adopts what may be described as a compounding 
approach to dealing with the interaction between the casual loading and other amounts 
payable in respect of shift work and in others proposes the cumulative approach.  

The central rational for the proposal is a contention that Schedule B.3.2 of the Electrical, 
Electronic and Communications Contracting Award 2020 (Electrical Contracting 
Award) has not been amended consistently with the determination1 issued on 30 
October 2020 which resolved matters before the Overtime for Casuals Full Bench.  

The matters raised by the CEPU are outside the scope of matters falling for 
determination in the Overtime for Casuals Common Issues Proceedings (AM2017/51) 
and as such should not be determined in the current proceedings. They do not relate to 
overtime rates for casual employees.  

Contrary to the assertion of the CEPU, the proposed variations are not justified by the 
Full Bench’s conclusions in the its 30 October 2020 Decision (October Decision).2 At 
paragraphs [63] – [74] of the October Decision, the Full Bench confirmed its provisional 
view that the Electrical Contracting Award provides for the compounding method for the 
calculation of the overtime rate for casual employees. The Full Bench neither considered 
nor extended its conclusion to encompass the interaction between the casual loading 
and the rates applicable for shiftwork in clauses 13.13, 13.14 and 13.15 of the award.  

A determination of the merit of the variation proposed by the CEPU would require that 
separate and detailed consideration be given to the interpretation of the shiftwork 
provisions in the Electrical Contracting Award. It would also require a consideration of 
whether the amendments proposed are necessary, in the sense contemplated under 
s.138. The substantive proceedings have not dealt with such matters and as such it 

 
1 PR723896. 
2 [2020] FWCFB 5636, [63] – [74]. 

https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/awardsandorders/html/pr723896.htm


 

  2 

would be inappropriate for the Full Bench to determinate that there is either a deficiency 
in the current terms of the instrument or that the potentially significant changes proposed 
by the CEPU are warranted. Moreover, it would be unfair to the employer parties for such 
matters to now be determined in the context of a process directed at finalising the terms 
of an award variation determination dealing with unrelated matters. 

For the reasons outlined above, the CEPU proposed changes to schedule B.3.2 should 
not be entertained.  

 

Yours sincerely, 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Brent Ferguson  
National Manager  
Workplace Relations Advocacy & Policy  

 
Hamish Harrington 
Workplace Relations Policy Adviser 
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